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                                CHIEF JUDGE’S STANDARD REPORT 
 

Competition: World Championship 

Event: Artistic Event 

Place: Eloy 

Date: 20-26/10/2022 

Panel of Judges: Ron Miasnikov – CJ – Israel 
Bich Ha – EJ Freefly – France 
Jami Pillasch – EJ Freestyle – USA 

 
Zemi Abru – CZ (New) 
Daphny Morali – Israel (New) 
Gail Bradley – Australia (New) 
Robert Wiegloss – Germany (New) 
Bryce Witcher – USA 

Equipment Used: Omniskore – a separate report on Omniskore was sent to Judging committee 

Details of the Judges 
Work: (including 
judging statistics) 

9 freestyle teams. 
6 FF teams. 
all completed 7 rounds. No rejumps. 

The panel itself was almost entirely made of new judges, which it was their 1st 
FAI competition. 
Bich Ha and Jami Pillasch, the EJs run it very smoothly. 

 
Outdoor AE require long judging conference. 

- Compulsory judging – we had 2 zoom sessions before arriving to Eloy. 
Very efficient and gave a lot of confident to the EJ, who got to know the 
panel before arriving to Eloy. 

- Free round – technical scores – done on site. Including time slots for the 
teams to explain their routine to the judges. 

- Free round execution, camera and presentation – partly done over the 
zoom session, and partly at the end of the technical scores session. 

All judges were well prepared and did very good job. All could explain their 
scores and showed confident and high level of judging skills. 
Compulsory round took a little too long on the first day, and it got better later. 
All in all – results came out not too late after the rounds' videos were submitted. 

having as many new judges, made the EJ job very significant. Bich and Jami 
helped each other, ensuring the scores are good. The extra eye of a very 
experience judge is important in this situation. 
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 We asked the meet director to allow us to continue with the conference into the first 
day of competition. He agreed to start AE competition rounds on 13:00. 
That gave extra time that was needed for the teams' presentations. (Thank you!) 

 

* Notes: 
- Arrival day can not be counted as conference day. Some judges arrive 
afternoon/evening and the day is wasted. 
- Technical scores process takes a lot of time. It is hard to test the scoring system 
thoroughly and make sure all calculations work well. It is expected from an approved 
scoring system to give the right results. 

Recommendations for 
Organisers: 

Competitors briefing was set "after dinner" without specific time. Then the meet 
director started his briefing without the presence of some of the teams and the CJ 
who went to look for them. Its better to set a specific time , to have everyone there. 

Rule Changes 
Proposals: 

1. Competitors meeting outcomes – compulsories changes: 
- altering the new freestyle "Mixed Carve " for easier judging and better 
visual. 
- changing some of the FF compulsories, as those are the same for too long. 

2. Zoom part of the conference must be mandatory to ensure good 
preparation and save time on site. 

3. As per Judging committee and Finance' request: we are considering Sec 
5. Rule change regarding number of judges. 
- 7 judges (CJ + 2 EJ + 4) in case of less 15 teams on both events 
together. An extra judge will be invited if there are more teams. 
- to support the decreasing number of judges – zoom training sessions will 
become a tool to extend the cycle to 3 years. 
see separate proposal on AE report to ISC. 

Personal Remarks: It's been a pleasure, as always, to Judge in Eloy. 
Beside the issues with omniskore, everything runs as a clock. 
The judges appreciated a lot their Air bnb (and cars). Helped to get to know each 
other better and socialise. Specially as most of the panel is new. We also used the 
house for judges' conference. Very convenient. 
I would like to thank the Hill family and Eloy' crew for their dedication and all the 
hard work. 

 

Name and Signature: Ron Miasnikov 
 

Date: 27.12.2022 

 


